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Abstract:
This research aims to study the characteristics and technique of mural painting at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), assessment of its current conservation state, moreover select and apply the most suitable materials and methods to conservation. The characterization of the mural paintings in the studied tomb was carried out using different techniques including visual examination, portable USB-Digital microscope; polarizing light microscope; scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive x-ray analysis system (SEM-EDS); x-ray powder diffraction (XRD), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). In order to select the optimal materials for consolidation and completion processes, an experimental study was carried out using various methods including visual examination, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and colorimetric measurements. The results indicated that the ancient Egyptian artist used the traditional technique (tempera) which is used inside the rock tombs for preparing the wall paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340). The mural paintings in the tomb are suffering from the influence of many indigenous and exogenous deterioration factors. The results of experimental tests demonstrated that the product of Klucel G 1% has high efficiency in the consolidation of the weak painting layer. Also; the product of Bio Estel has high efficiency in the consolidation of fragile mud plaster layers. Moreover, the data clarified that the mortar (1) which consists of 0.5 rough yellow sand, 0.5 fine yellow sand, 3 light mud, 1 heba bowder, 0.5 burned clay, 1 straw, 3 gm Tobsin N and distilled water it’s a suitable for filling gaps and cracks in the mural paintings. Finally, treatment procedures were successfully performed using pre-consolidation, mechanical cleaning, re-adhesion of partly det-ached and flaking layers, consolidation, filling gaps and missing parts and cracks injections.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Archaeological background
The city of workers at Deir el-Medina lies on the west bank of Luxor in a small desert valley behind the Qurnet Murai hill slope, between the valley of the kings to the north and valley of the queens to the west, close to the Ramesseum and Medinet Habu, and well away from the cultivation. It’s a walled village in the form of a trapezoid roughly 5,600 m², containing of 68 houses separated by a road running the length of the village, with a gate at the north end [1]. It was built to house the workmen that were employed by the state to build and decorate the royal tombs in western Thebes during the new kingdom (ca. 1550-1069 BCE), and their families and servants. The city is surrounded by eastern and a western cemetery. To the east lies the 18th dynasty cemetery. The western cemetery contains a small number
One of the unique tombs in the eastern cemetery of Deir el-Medina is Amenemhat tomb (No. 340). Amenemhat is a workman from Deir el-Medina who lived in the 18th dynasty during the new kingdom. The tomb was discovered by a French archaeologist Bernard Bruyère (1879–1971), on 13 March 1925. It’s probably the oldest craftsmen tomb in the area. The tomb layout is quite simple. It’s a tiny rectangular and vaulted ceiling chapel, with long axis perpendicular to the entrance passage with a small courtyard, fig. (1). The courtyard is now largely destroyed; only the south wall is still original. There is a small niche dug into the west wall with a rounded top. The tomb contains of unfinished funerary and religious decorations (offerings, funeral procession). Where only the decoration of the western, southern walls and ceiling has been completed, while the decorations of the northern and eastern walls are incomplete [5].

1.2. Geological background

Geologically, the bedrock of the west bank of Luxor is formed by three main formations, >350 m thick: 1) Tarawan chalk formation at the base; 2) Esna shale formation at the middle; and 3) Thebes limestone formation at the top. The Tarawan chalk formation consists of a soft, white, fine-grained limestone with isolated flint layers. Tarawan chalk formation is not currently known in outcrop on the west bank except at a few locations. The Esna shale formation, with a total thickness of >60 m at Thebes west, it is a heterogeneous succession, composed mainly of greenish shale with abundant anhydrite nodules, some millimeter-thin, and fine-grained sand layers. This formation has been subdivided into four formal members (Abu Had Mbr, El-Mahmiya Mbr, Dabbabiya Quarry Mbr, and El Hanadi Mbr). The overlying geological units are Thebes Limestone Formation, with a total thickness of >270 m in the form of five units richly fossiliferous, composed of an alternating series of limestone, marls, brecciated marls, shales and nodular chalks with interbedded chert nodules and chert bands.

The hills of Deir el Medina were formed of ~18 m of shale of the Abu Had member of the Esna Shale formation overlain by the massive limestones of unit 1 of the Thebes limestone formation. A complete succession through the Thebes limestone formation up to the lower part of unit 4 constitutes the bulk of the hills [6–8]. There are no studies available about the materials and techniques of mural paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), current conservation state or previous conservation works. This research aims to study the characteristics and technique of mural painting in the studied tomb, assessment of current conservation state, select and apply the most suitable materials and methods to conservation. The properties of the mural paintings samples were determined by means of visual examination, polarizing microscope, scanning electron microscope, portable USB-digital microscope, X-ray diffraction, EDX, and FTIR
respectively. The conservation materials were evaluated by visual examination, colorimetric measurements, and morphological characterization using SEM. The results obtained from this work will provide much information concerning the materials and painting techniques used during that period of the ancient Egyptian history, and it will provide many important information about the appropriate conservation materials of the mural paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), that is probably useful in the conservation of the mural paintings which they have a similar characterizations and conditions.

2. Condition Assessment

The visual observations of studied wall paintings revealed that the yellow background of figures up on the vaulted ceiling is more vivid than the yellow background of the other walls. Existence of preparatory drawing by white color on the unfinished north side of the eastern wall was also observed. Unlike the drawings on the western and southern walls there are no outlines around the figures in the north and east walls. Many corrections of the decoration executed by yellow and red pigments were observed, fig. (2).
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Figure (2) Shows a. decoration of the north wall, b. corrections of the decorations, c. the preparatory drawing was applied by white pigment on the yellow background.

The visual observations of Amenemhat’s tomb (No 340), led to diagnose the degradation forms that occurred of the wall paintings as a result to the influence of deterioration factors. Where tiny holes for insects have been observed in the mural painting layers (mud brick and mud plaster). In addition, superficial deposits of dome-shaped wild wasps’ nests, formed of mud mixed with adhesive and fixed on the surfaces of murals, fig. (3-a). There is a thin layer of dust and fine particulates deposited on the surface of murals. Moreover, there are large structural gaps in the mural paintings, fig. (3-b). Some parts of the murals are suffered from paint loss, powdering, besides the voluntary losing of the paint layer in all the eyes and most faces of the characters. Many horizontal and vertical cracks have been observed in the wall paintings and some of which pierce all layers along the walls, fig. (3-c). Furthermore, networks of micro cracks are spread on the surface of murals. There are detachments of the mud plaster from mud brick support (peeling) in some parts, and bulges of the lower parts of the walls also observed.
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Figure (3) Shows a. deposits of wild wasps’ nests, b. large structural gaps, c. vertical cracks are penetrate the wall painting layers.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

To characterize the mural paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), very small samples were collected from the fragments that have fallen as a result of deterioration mechanisms. The samples are representative to different visible colors, plaster layers, support, and mother rock, to provide the information about the stratigraphic of mural
paintings. Three consolidation products were evaluated to detect the most suitable product, which can be used to treat the painting layer: 1) Klucel G 1% (Hydroxypropyl cellulose); 2) Plexisol 550p 2% (A 40% solution of an acrylic resin based on Butyl methacrylate in benzine); 3) Paroloid B72 3% (70% Ethyl methacrylat and 30% Methyl acrylat). Also three types of silicone based polymers were evaluated to detect the most suitable product, that can be used to consolidating the mud plaster layer: 1) Estel 1100 is a product based on Ethyle silicate and Poly siloxane (CTS, Italy); 2) Bio Estel is a product based on silicic acid esters modified with preservatives (CTS, Italy); 3) Wacker OH 100, ethyl silicate & methyl ethyl ketone based product (Wacker Chemie, Germany).

3.2. Application
To simulate the consolidation treatment as it happens in the archaeological field, the consolidation materials were applied on experimental samples that were prepared with the same characteristics as the mural paintings in the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), using brushing until the surface was saturated and did not accept any more consolidant solution. Treated samples were left for 1 month at room temperature and controlled RH 50% to allow the polymerization process to take place [9-11]. To preparation mortars for filling gaps and joints of the mural paintings, local natural materials were used, including good quality yellow sand, which salt free, heba powder (a local clayey limestone found in the pockets of the geological setting of area), mud, shopped straw, burned clay, antifungal Tob sine M (Thiophanate- Methyl- 70% wettable powder), and distilled water. The experimental study was conducted on three types of mortar. The compositions and percentages of the prepared mortars are reported in tab. (1). Its different components were manually mixed in their dry states, finally; adding water as needed in order to obtain a suitable texture and volume for application. All mortar samples were tested under the same environmental conditions, and had the same drying time (5 days).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortar</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Components %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) 1/2 rough yellow sand + 1/2 fine yellow sand + 3 light mud + 1 heba howder + 12 burned clay + 1 straw + 3 gm Tobain N + distilled water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) 1 rough yellow sand + 1 fine yellow sand + 3 light mud + 1 heba howder + 1 straw + 3 gm Tobain N + distilled water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) 1 rough yellow sand + 3 light mud + 1 heba howder + 1 straw + 3 gm Tobain N + distilled water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Analyses and investigations
Nikon eclipse LV100POL PM was used to describe the petrographic structure of the collected samples of the support and the plaster layers through the prepared thin sections. The portable USB-digital microscope model "VehoVMS-004 DELUXE" was used to determine the physical and stratigraphic structure of the studied mural paintings. It’s a modern and advanced technology enables us to examine the mural layers without sampling. It has variable magnification the objects ranging from 20 to 500X. Quanta FEG 250 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to provide information about mineral morphology, crystals features, and to evaluating the consolidation treatments. The investigation was performed on non-coated samples. Moreover, the Micro chemical analysis of the collected samples was carried out using EDX unit attached with this microscope. The mineralogical composition for the collected samples was determined by means of x-ray diffraction analysis, which was performed using Philips analytical x-ray diffractometer. The operating conditions were gained through Cu kα radiation. The spectra were collected from 2-60 2θ; the scanning speed was 20 = 1 degree/min, at constant voltage 40 kv, and 25 m A. The obtained XRD patterns and relative intensities were compared with the ICDD files. The organic binder (coloring media) that used in the coloring of the murals, was determined by means of fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, by determine the organic functional groups present in the red painted sample. The analysis was performed using Bruker Vertex 80 (Germany) combined platinum diamond ATR, comprises
a diamond disk as that of an internal reflector in the range 4000-400 cm⁻¹ with resolution 4 cm⁻¹, refraction index 2.4. A colorimetric study was performed on the treated samples to identify the colour alterations due to the treatments, by means of UV-3101PC Scanning spectrophotometer, based on the L*, a* and b* coordinates of the CIELAB color space. Where L* is the lightness/darkness coordinate (L* = 0 indicates black and L* = 100 indicates diffuse white darkness), a* the red/green coordinate (+a* indicating red and −a* green) and b* the yellow/blue coordinate (+b* indicating yellow and −b* blue). The total colour change (ΔE*) was obtained based on the following equation: $\Delta E^* = \sqrt{\Delta L^*^2 + \Delta a^*^2 + \Delta b^*^2}$ Where \(\Delta L^*, \Delta a^*\) and \(\Delta b^*\) are the variations in the L*, a* and b* coordinates for the treated and control samples [12-14].

4. Results
4.1. Petrographic study
The petrographic study revealed that the bed rock sample composed essentially of clay minerals, microcrystalline carbonates, iron oxides, rare amounts of microcrystaline quartz and opaque minerals. Carbonates occur as very fine-grained aggregates admixed with clay minerals. Iron oxides are disseminated in considerable amount in the sample and occur as very fine-grained aggregates admixed with clay minerals. Clay minerals occur as very fine-grained that constitute the matrix. Significant amount of microfossils and fossil fragments are filled by recrystallized carbonates, microcrystalline quartz, and it scattered in the matrix, fig. (3-a). Also, the petrographic study revealed that the studied support and plaster samples are composed of clay minerals, quartz and organic fibers, minor amounts of feldspars, biotite, rare pyroxene, epidote and glauconite. All these components are scattered in a matrix of clay minerals admixed with rare iron oxides and opaque minerals. Quartz occurs as fine to very fine-grained (sand size), subangular to angular grains scattered in the matrix. The organic fibers of various sizes are elongated in the clay matrix. Biotite occurs as very fine to fine-grained, flaky crystals scattered in the sample. Clay minerals occur as very fine-grained aggregates that constitute the majority of the matrix. Feldspars occur as very fine to fine-grained, subhedral crystals, which can be observed in different parts of the samples, fig. (3-b & c).

Figure (3) Shows microphotographs of the studied samples under plane polarized light; a. bed rock, b. mud brick support, c. mud plasters layers.

4.2. USB-digital microscope investigation
USB-digital microscope investigation revealed that the black pigment appears in a form of amorphous network, composed of very fine grains, shows a homogeneous distribution, and take black color with a slight blue hue, fig. (4-a). This suggested that black color was produced using carbon black of soot. It also showed that the white wash layer formed of homogenous fine grains and appears some voids distributed in the ground mass, which led to appearance of the straw, inform the preparatory layer below, fig. (4-b). The red pigment appears in a form of homogenous very thin layer, formed of fine to very fine grains and the straw appears in the preparatory layer below, due to poor coverage of the painted material, fig. (4-c). The pink pigment appears as a dense layer, formed of gradient-grained mixture of white and red grains and microcracks, fig. (4-d). It also illustrated that the
blue pigment consists of very coarse grains as layers dispersed in amorphous matrix. These results reflect the properties of the Egyptian blue, fig. (4-e). The green pigment appears as a thin layer, has many cracks, consists of a homogeneous coarse grain, with some yellow and blue grains distributed in the ground mass, in addition the loss of pigment in some places, which led to the appearance of the straw in from the preparatory layer below, fig. (4-f). The yellow pigment appears intense color, as a compact, homogenous layer, has network of micro cracks and it is formed of different size particles which ranges from very fine to large grains, fig. (5-g). The white pigment formed of fine to very fine homogeneous grains that the same as the one utilized for the white wash layer but very thin and had a loos surface and micro cracks are spread in the ground mass, fig. (4-h). The network of micro cracks that appear in the painting layer, it is probably as a result to shrinkage of the clay minerals in the preparatory layers.

Figure (4) Shows digital microscope micrograph of studied pigment and wall painting layers; a. black, b. white wash layer, c. red , d. pink, e. blue, f. green, g. yellow, h. white.

4.3. Morphological study
The morphological study was carried out by the scanning electron microscope and portable USB-digital microscope to reveal the deterioration aspects and surface properties of the samples that representing the layers of the studied wall paintings. SEM examination of the mother rock sample, fig. (5-a) revealed many cracks, the growth of salt crystals, some irregular pore spaces and channels. In addition, the sample exhibiting obvious lamination with irregular edges, which is thought to be one of the most crucial properties of clay minerals.

SEM examination of the mudbrick support sample fig. (5-b) showed presence of quartz, and chopped straw, which were added to the mixture of mud as bonding materials. Furthermore it showed the deterioration aspects, such as cracking, granular disintegration, cavities, fibers crash, and salt crystallization. SEM examination of the preparatory layers, fig. (5-c & d) revealed they were composed mainly of a mixture of clay, sand and chopped straw. Moreover, these layers are highly suffered from weakness in internal structure, loss of cohesive, where many cracks appear, and crash of the chopped straw. These results reflected the aggressive weathering to which the wall paintings in the tomb of Amenemhat (No 340) have been subjected.

Figure (5) Shows SEM micrographs of the wall paintings layers; a. the mother rock, b. the mud brick support, c. & d. the preparatory layers.

4.4. Mineralogical & chemical compositions
XRD and EDX results are reported in the following points: 1) the bedrock sample (Esna Shale), fig. (6-a) indicates that is consists of a mixture of montmorillonite Al₂O₃. 4SiO₂ H₂O, albite NaAlSi₃O₈, calcite Ca CO₃, illite (K₃[Si₄O₁₀](OH)₂·(H₂O)), and anhydrite CaSO₄. EDS spectrum, tab. (2) confirmed this result, where the high beaks of Si, Al and O indicates the existence of aluminosilicate materials (e.g., clays) the main components of Esna shale. The beaks of Ca (16. 60%), O (50.62%) and C (3.72%) indicate
the existence of calcite CaCO₃. The peak related to Fe (3.81%) indicates the existence of iron oxides. The peaks of S (3.12 %) together with Ca implies the presence of anhydrite. The peaks of Na (0.93%) and chlorine (0.87%) proved the presence of halite mineral (NaCl) in the sample. 2) the support sample, fig. (6-b) clarifies that is mainly consists of montmorillonite, albite, anorthite CaAl₂Si₂O₈, and quartz SiO₂. EDX spectrum of the same sample, tab. (2) shows the presence of Si (25.26 %), Al (3.24%) and O (44.33%), Ca (2.76%), C (14.27%), Cl (0.63%), Na (0.42%) and Fe (8.67 %). The high beaks of Si, Al and O indicates the existence of aluminosilicate materials (e.g., clays), which are the main components of the mud bricks. The peaks of Na (0.42%) and Cl (0.63%) proved the presence of halite mineral (NaCl). XRD analysis of the plaster sample, fig. (6-c) indicates that is consists mainly of montmorillonite, albite, Kaolinite Al₄(Si₂O₁₀)(OH)₈, anorthite CaAl₂Si₂O₈, and quartz SiO₂. Its EDS spectrum, tab. (2) confirmed this result, by presence of peaks related to Si (28.47%), Al (5.45%) and O (46.41%), the main components of aluminosilicates (clay minerals). XRD pattern of the yellow pigment, fig. (6-d) indicates that is consists mainly of goethite FeO(OH), quartz SiO₂ and traces of halite NaCl. Its EDS micro-analysis, tab. (2) showing presence of C (4.34%), O (47.17%), sodium (3.19 %), Mg (0.93 %), Al (3.05 %), Si (10.08 %), Cl (4.15 %), K (0.39 %), Ca (22.74 %) and Fe (4.00 %). The peak related to iron indicates the existence of iron oxide (probably goethite, FeO(OH)) as the possible material producing the yellow colour. The present of halite proved by the presence peaks of Cl and Na. XRD analysis of the red pigment, fig. (6-e) revealed that is consists mainly of hematite Fe₂O₃ and traces of quartz SiO₂. Its EDS micro-analysis, tab. (2) appears the presence of C (2.97 %), O (38.67 %), Na (3.19 %), Mg (0.44 %), Al (4.09 %), Si (9.90 %), Cl (3.67 %), K (0.45 %), Ca (12.69 %), Fe (23.93 %). The high beaks of iron, and oxygen clarified that iron oxides (probably hematite Fe₂O₃) is main material for red color. The presence of Si and Al in EDX patterns of the yellow and red pigments samples implies the presence of aluminosilicate materials (e.g., clays) probably from the clay minerals associated with the red/yellow ochres and also often found in earth pigments [15]. The present of halite proved by the presence high peaks of Cl (4.15%) and Na (3.19%). XRD pattern of the blue pigment, fig. (6-f) revealed that is formed of Egyptian blue cuprorivaite CaCu₂Si₄O₁₀. EDS spectrum of the same sample, tab. (2) revealed it is includes C (3.78 %), O (38.63 %), S (0.52 %), Mg (0.87 %), Al (1.06 %), Si (22.86 %), Cl (0.94 %), K (0.50 %), Ca (14.90 %), Fe (0.93 %), and Cu (15.00 %). These data confirmed that the blue pigment is mainly formed of cuprorivaite CaCu₂Si₄O₁₀ (Egyptian blue); where the atomic percentage ratio of Ca (14.90 %), Si (22.86 %), and Cu (15.00 %) are in agreement with the chemical formula of cuprorivaite or calcium-copper tetrasilicate. The peaks of Na (3.19%) and Cl (3.67%) proved the presence of halite mineral (NaCl) in the sample. XRD analysis of the pink color, fig. (6-g) indicates that is consists mainly of gypsum CaSO₄.2H₂O, calcite CaCO₃, and hematite Fe₂O₃. EDS analysis, tab. (2) confirmed the presence of iron oxides (probably hematite Fe₂O₃) by the presence of the high peaks of iron (4.11 %). Presence of calcium (26.72 %), oxygen (57.82 %) and sulfur (4.25 %) peaks implies the presence of gypsum. The peaks related to Ca (26.72%), C (3.21%) and O (47.82%) indicates the existence of calcite CaCO₃. This result confirms that the ancient Egyptian artist obtained the pink color by mixing calcium sulfate with calcium carbonate and hematite. The presence of halite was proved through the peaks of chlorine (0.99%) and sodium (0.66%). XRD analysis showed that the white wash sample, fig. (6-h) consists of gypsum CaSO₄.2H₂O as a major constituent, and anhydrite CaSO₄ as a minor constituent. The elemental analysis of the same sample, tab. (2) confirmed this result by the presence of the high peaks of O (43.65 %), S (21.82 %), and Ca (33.70 %). EDS spectrum of the black pigment, tab.
revealed that it consists of C (8.75%), O (42.82%), Na (0.70%), Al (2.55%), Si (12.81%), Cl (6.65%), Ca (18.52%) and Fe (7.20%). The high beaks of C (8.75%) confirmed that the carbon is the most probable as a black color. EDS spectrum of the green pigment, tab. (2) demonstrated that it is formed of Cu (16.91%), C (29.73%), O (29.08%), Ca (16.60%), Si (1.43%), Na (0.70%), Mg (0.25%), Al (0.61%), and Cl (4.70%). The high beaks of C (23.93%) and Cu (16.91) that probably suggests the use of malachite Cu₂(CO₃)·(OH)₂ for green pigment.

Figure (6) Shows XRD patterns of a. bedrock, b. support, c. plaster layer, d. yellow pigment, e. red pigment, f. blue pigment, g. pink pigment, h. white wash layer.

Table (2) summarized the EDX Microanalysis (Atomic w.t. %) of the studied samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Bedrock</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Plaster</th>
<th>Yellow Pigment</th>
<th>Red Pigment</th>
<th>Blue Pigment</th>
<th>Pink Pigment</th>
<th>White Wash</th>
<th>Black Pigment</th>
<th>Green pigment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wt %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>29.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>50.62</td>
<td>44.33</td>
<td>45.41</td>
<td>47.17</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.63</td>
<td>47.82</td>
<td>43.65</td>
<td>42.82</td>
<td>29.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>28.47</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>22.86</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>22.74</td>
<td>12.69</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>26.72</td>
<td>33.70</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>23.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.91</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5. FTIR results
The results of FTIR analysis to the archaeological red sample, fig. (7) showed the signature of stretching band of (OH) group at 3286.2 cm\(^{-1}\), the bending band of (C-H) group at 1415.5 cm\(^{-1}\), and stretching band of C-O group at 1033.7 cm\(^{-1}\). From these results, so Arabic gum is highly recommended to be the organic binder of mural painting in the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340).

Figure (7) Shows FTIR pattern of red painted archaeological sample

4.6. Evaluation of the samples after treatment
4.6.1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
Morphological characterization of the treated samples was performed by using SEM to examine and evaluate the ability of the consolidation materials used in this study to consolidate the studied samples of painting layer and mud plaster. From SEM micrographs of the untreated and treated samples, it can be noted that 1) The untreated sample of painting layer appeared to be very fragile and has many wide pores and fine cracks, fig. (8-a). 2) The sample of painting layer treated with Klucel G 1% in ethyl alcohol, fig. (8-b) illustrated that the consolidation product has achieved a homogenous distribution on the surface, filling micro cracks and the pores without blocking them and has the excellent ability to bind the particles. 3) The sample of painting layer treated with Plexisol P550 2% in acetone, fig. (8-c) shows that the consolidation product coated the sample with a thin film caused to blocking pores. 4) The sample of painting layer treated with paraloid B72 3% in acetone, fig. (8-d) appears that the consolidation product covered the sample with dense polymeric coat led to blocking pores of the surface. 5) The untreated sample of mud plaster has a weak internal structure, brittle, loses cohesion between its grains and filled with fine cracks as shown in SEM photomicrograph, fig. (9-a). 6) The products of Bio Estel and Estel 1100 are succeeded in consolidate the mud plaster samples, as both of them achieved a good distribution on the surface, filled the pores without blocking them and forming a homogenous polymeric networks caused to improving the bonding between the grains as shown in SEM micrographs, fig. (9-b & c). 7) The product of Wacker OH 100 achieved a good distribution on the surface of mud plaster sample, filled the small pores and formed a superficial layer full of micro cracks in some places. In addition, it failed in filled the wide pores and improving the binding between the large grains as shown in SEM photomicrographs, fig. (9-d).

Figure (9) Shows SEM micrographs of treated and untreated samples of mud plaser with 300x; a. untreated sample, treated sample by b. Bio Estel, c. Wacker OH 100 d. Estel 1000.
4.6.2. Colour alteration
According to guidelines for conservation purposes of historical or monumental surfaces, the ΔE value must be <5 [16-18]. The ΔE values obtained from the chromatic measurements of the treated and untreated samples by UV-3101PC spectrophotometer are listed in tab. (3).

Table (3) Results of the chromatic measurements of the treated and untreated samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>L*</th>
<th>a*</th>
<th>b*</th>
<th>ΔE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated sample</td>
<td>90.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS2</td>
<td>82.40</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS1</td>
<td>81.20</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>71.40</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS2</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS1</td>
<td>62.45</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>7.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>55.40</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS2</td>
<td>53.45</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated with BSS1</td>
<td>53.04</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>6.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.3. Evaluation of the prepared mortars

4.6.3.1. Aesthetical properties
The aesthetical compatibility between the archaeological mud plaster and prepared mud mortars was determined by colourimetric measurements, tab. (4).

Table. (4) Chromatic alterations between the prepared mud mortars and archaeological plaster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>L*</th>
<th>a*</th>
<th>b*</th>
<th>ΔE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological mud plaster</td>
<td>51.41</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar (1)</td>
<td>50.32</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar (2)</td>
<td>59.96</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar (3)</td>
<td>46.23</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>6.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.3.2. The visual appraisal
The visual appraisal of the prepared mortar samples, fig. (9) after drying and setting revealed that the mortar (M1) has good cohesion, and homogeneous texture with no cracks, and it is compatible in color with the original mud plaster. Also, mortar (M2) has good cohesion, has rough texture with no cracks, dark color, which is incompatible with the original mud plaster. In addition, mortar (M3) is too weak, fragile, has rough texture with no cracks and highly white in color, which is incompatible with the original mud plaster.

5. Discussion
Based on the above examinations and analyses results, it is evident that the ancient Egyptian artist used the traditional technique which is used inside the rock tombs for preparing the wall paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No. 340), including its stratigraphic sequence, fig. (10).

Where in the first, the tomb was dug into the Esna Shale formation in the eastern hill of Deir el-Madina, through a roughly hewn passage that continued until it reached needed length of the tomb. Due to the fragile nature of the bedrock, the hewn tomb has been lined up from the inside with mud bricks walls to give it a desired shape (rectangular with barrel-vaulted ceiling). The mud brick walls were later coated with two different preparatory layers of mud: a coarse one on the mud bricks, then a finer one for painting. The coarse layer has (3: 3.5 cm) thickness and consists of mud mixed with chopped straw and coarse grains of sand. The fine layer has (1:1.5 cm) thickness and consists of mud mixed with straw and fine grains of...
sand. It's worth mentioning that the oldest mural painted tomb in Egypt on a mud brick support and mud plaster layers that has been found to date, is the tomb 100 in Herankopolis at Upper Egypt, dating to the Naqada II/Gerzean period (c.3200 BC) [19]. The use of mud plaster has been attested since the pre dynastic and the early dynastic periods [20]. It is the most abundant in the Theban tombs (perhaps for availability of natural raw materials, its ease of preparation, and lack of cost) [21]. For decorate the prepared walls, the artist painted the background directly on the mud plaster using yellow pigment of goethite FeO(OH), as a very thin monolayer, as appears on the north and east walls, fig. (3-a,c). The preparatory drawing was applied by white pigment on the yellow background, as appears in the unfinished north side of the eastern wall. For coloring the figures, the white pigment composed of gypsum CaSO₄, 2H₂O and anhydrite CaSO₄ was used to paint the clothing, offerings, and objects. Calcium sulfate pigments are well recognized in ancient Egyptian art of all periods, but no exact date of its first application and it probably was used from the 5th dynasty till the Roman time. It was reported that the most commonly used as a white pigment in ancient Egypt are anhydrite (CaSO₄), gypsum (CaSO₄, 2H₂O) and calcium sulfate semi hydrate (CaSO₄·0.5H₂O) [22]. Red pigment of hematite Fe₂O₃ was used to paint the men skin tones. The hematite (Fe₂O₃) is the most commonly used red pigments in ancient Egypt starting from the pre-dynastic period and it has been recorded in all works of art over all periods. In Egypt, it is naturally occur in the Oases of the Western desert and near Aswan, it is prepared by washing, levitating and grinding [23-29]. The yellow pigment of goethite FeO(OH) was used to paint the women skin tones. Goethite was the main source of yellow colour in ancient Egypt and it was widely used from pre-dynastic times to the Roman period with no interruption. It is naturally occurring earth pigments formed from either direct weathering of deposits that are rich in iron or concentrated iron from underlying bedrocks. In Egypt it is naturally occurs around Aswan and in the oasis of the western desert [30,31]. The black pigment of carbon soot (C) was used to paint the hair, details and the outlines of the figures. Soot or lampblack is amorphous carbon produced by burning oils and resins especially rosin and candle wax. It is most commonly used in Egyptian murals and cannot be distinguished from the XRD pattern [32,33]. The blue pigment of Egyptian blue (cuprorivrite CaCu₂Si₂O₇(OH)₃) was used to paint ornaments and accessories. Egyptian blue is the first man made synthetic pigment. In Egypt the earliest known uses of Egyptian blue are from the 4th dynasty (c.2613-2494 BC) and it was used up to the Roman period. The secret of its manufacture was lost after downfall of the Roman Empire only to be re discovered in the nineteenth century. This synthetic pigment was making by mixing calcium salt (carbonate, sulphate or hydroxide), a copper compound (oxide or malachite), sand (silica) and an alkali flux (sources of alkali could either have been natron from areas such as Wadi Natrun and ElKab, or soda-rich plant ashes) [34]. This mixture then is heated to a temperature between 850-1000 C to produce a colored glass or frit and ground it to powder for using [35-38]. The green pigment of malachite Cu₂(CO₃)₃(OH)₂ was used to paint the plant elements and skin tones of gods. Malachite is a green basic copper carbonate mineral with composition Cu₂CO₃(OH)₂. Its name is derived from a Greek meaning ‘mallow’ and refers to its leaf green colour. It was used in Egypt for eye paint as early as pre-dynastic times and has been found on tomb paintings from the 4th dynasty. In Egypt, it occurs on Sinai and in the Eastern desert. Its characteristics are very similar to azurite and aggregates of the two minerals together are frequently found. It was prepared for use as a pigment by crushing, grinding, washing and levigating [39,40].
ion, the pink pigment composed of gypsum CaSO₄·2H₂O, calcite CaCO₃ and hematite was used for painted the pottery. All of used pigments were prepared for the paint by mixed with Arabic gum as organic binder. Vaulted ceiling presents a different style to application murals in the studied tomb. It is clear that the yellow background for the figures was execute over a whitewash layer composed of gypsum CaSO₄·2H₂O and anhydrite CaSO₄, that was applied directly up on the mud preparatory layer. This explains why the vaulted ceiling’s yellow is more vivid than that of the other walls. Gypsum was widely used in ancient Egyptian times as a white wash (thin layer or layers) in order to treat irregularities and smooth the surface for drawing and painting, due to its cheapness, widespread availability and religious significance as a symbol of purity and cleanliness [40-43]. The presence of preparatory drawing and the corrections of the decoration (drawings and texts) in addition no outline around the figures in the north and east walls are reflecting that the artists probably did not have time to finish decorating the tomb. It seems that the author of this decor is the son of the owner “Sennefer”. The faults and clumsiness in the inscriptions of the decoration prove his lack of experience and his illiteracy. Where texts were copied and pasted without understanding their meaning [44]. Based on the results of analytical methods and visual observations, it was clear that the studied mural paintings are suffered from the influence of physicochemical, biological and human deterioration factors, which appeared by many deterioration aspects such as the tiny holes of insects. Where the components of mural layers (mud brick and mud plaster) are provides a suitable food source and environment for insects to dwell, especially presence of the organic component of chopped straw fibers [45]. Also, the wasps’ saliva used to create the wild wasps’ nests, caused efflorescence on the surface of murals and chromatic alterations, as a result to mixing with the components of the surface layer. Moreover, due to strong adhesion of wild wasps’ nests on the weak mural layers, it requires a lot of attention to removal [46]. In addition, the accumulation of dust on the surface of mural paintings, this led to the blurring of the aesthetic appearance. It needs to be cleaned by safe methods and materials [47]. The loss of the paint layer (powder) in some areas may be due to the loss of pigment cohesion, as the Arabic gum binder decomposes, brittle and dry by exposure to high temperatures [48]. Furthermore, the voluntary losing of the paint layer in all the eyes of the characters. In many beliefs the eyes had a power. For this props it is possible that the Copts occupied the tomb, modified its function and reused [49]. The cracks, detachments, bulges and large structural gaps in the studied wall paintings are probably caused by some chemical reactions that cause different pressures between the bedrock and mural paintings. For instance the bedrock of Esna shale Formation is susceptible to swelling after absorbing moisture from the flash floods at the study area, such as the floods in 1994 [50]. The pressures resulted from swelling of clay minerals in the bedrock directly affect the adhesion forces of the mural painting layers (mud brick support and mud plaster) [51-55]. Another problem with the bedrock is the presence of different evaporative minerals such as halite and sulphate minerals, which damage the mural paintings due to volume changes based on the heat difference and evaporation of water rates. Halite is hygroscopic, capable of retaining adsorbed humidity in the masonry and highly detrimental when it recrystallizes between the layers (sub florescence) as a result to temperature changes, where it appears volumetric expansion with higher temperature. That volumetric expansion creating mechanical pressure between the bedrock and the mural paintings leads to cracking; paint flaking, disintegration, increases deterioration rates and decreasing the adhesion forces between the support and the plaster layer and or the painting layers to com-
pleted loss in paint. Also, the presence of sulphates group in the bedrock causes problems, where it is expands due to changes from the anhydride to the hydrated state and creates pressures between the bedrock and the mural paintings leads to the same damages that resulting by swelling pressure of clay and the crystallization pressure of halite. Also, some cracks in the ground layers are associated to the conversion of gypsum into anhydrite. [51, 52,56-59]. From the foregoing, it is clear that the consolidation, cleaning, and filling of cracks and gaps are the main treatment procedures of studied wall paintings. This helps to reveal their aesthetic and artistic values, recover their strength, increase their durability, and enables periodic conservation. Therefore, three widely used products for consolidation of painted materials (Klucel G 1%, Plexisol 550p 2% and Paroloid B72 3%) were selected and evaluated to use the most suitable product to consolidate the painting layer. Moreover, three products of silicon-based polymers (Estel 1100, Bio Estel and Wacker OH 100) were selected and evaluated in order to determine which would be the best choice for consolidate the mud plaster layer. The SEM examination of the experimental samples of the pigments demonstrated that the product of (Klucel G1%) has achieved a homogenous distribution on the surface of treated sample, filling micro cracks and the pores without blocking them and has the excellent ability to bind the particles. This may be related to the lower molecular weight grades to the Hydroxypropyl cellulose (Klucel G) [60]. While the product of Plexisol 550p 2% coated the samples with a thin film caused to blocking pores. This process may be related to porosity and surface homogeneity of the sample in addition the nature, concentration and viscosity of the polymer [61,62]. Also, Paraloid B72 3% covered the sample with dense polymeric network led to blocking pores of the surface. This process may be related to the large size of Paraloid B-72 molecules, density, high viscosity of the solution, the type of used solvent in preparation and its partial dissolution in organic solvent. It is certainly that Paraloid B-72 polymer has a substantially lower penetration rate than pure solvent, even at low concentrations [63,64]. Furthermore, SEM examination of the mud plaster experimental Bio Estel and Estel 1100 were achieved a good spread on the surface, filled the pores without blocking them, formed homogenous polymeric networks and achieved good adhesion between deteriorated areas and conserved areas. This can be attributed to the compatibility and homogeneity between the chemical composition of mud plaster and used silicone polymers. Moreover, the product of Wacker OH 100 is not the best for consolidation process compared to the studied products, as it achieved a good distribution on the surface, filled the small pores between the grains, formed a superficial layer full of micro cracks in some places, failed in filled the wide pores and improving the binding between the large grains. The tendency to crack during shrinkage and drying is a serious disadvantage of alkoxysilane products especially Wacker OH 100 [65]. The results of colourimetric analysis demonstrated that the consolidation product (Klucel G1%) did not cause any effect on the color and the general appearance of the treated pigments samples (white, black, red, yellow, blue and green), as it achieved the total colour change value less than the threshold values of guidelines for conservation. Moreover, the products of Paraloid B72 and Plexisol 550p are failed to conserve the nature color of treated pigment samples, as they recorded highest values of ΔE, exceeding guidelines values of conservation purposes [66]. In addition, mud plaster samples treated by Bio Estel achieved the best results, where record lowest value of total colour change <5. But the product of Estel 1100 caused a slight change in the colour of treated mud plaster samples. Whilst Wacker OH 100
caused a significant color alteration of treated mud plaster samples, where it achieved the highest value of total color change, exceeding guidelines values of conservation purposes. This can be attributed to the type of solvent used in the preparation of the polymer. According to the above results of the experimental studies of consolidation treatment, it is clear that the product of Klucel G 1% is the most suitable product to using for consolidation the painted layer. This confirms the results of recent studies [67]. Moreover, the product of Bio Estel is the most suitable product to using for consolidation the mud plaster layers of the wall paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No 340). Also, three types of prepared mortars were studied and comparatively to select the best one for filling gaps and cracks in the studied wall paintings. To achieve the aesthetical compatibility between the prepared mortars and the preparatory layers of mural paintings, the same local natural materials that were used in the past to be carried out the preparatory layers in the studied murals have been used, which revealed by the methods of examination and analysis. According to the results of the colourimetric analysis, the prepared mortar (M1) is the most suitable mortar to using for filling cracks, joints and gaps in the wall paintings at the tomb of Amenemhat (No 340), as it has the most compatible colour with the studied archaeological plaster, where it achieved total colour difference value less than the threshold values of guidelines for conservation. Visual examination confirmed this result; besides it possess a homogeneous texture with no cracks and good cohesion. This can be attributed to that the compositional proportions of the prepared mortar (M1) correspond to the compositional proportions of the studied archaeological preparatory layers in a large percentage. In addition, the prepared mortars (M2) and (M3) are incompatible in appearances with the studied archaeological plaster, as they achieved total colour differences values >5. This can be attributed to the incompatibility between the proportions and components of prepared mortars (M2) and (M3) with the proportions and components of archaeological plaster.

6. Conservation Procedures
Based on the above mentioned studies, the studied wall paintings were treated according to the following criteria.

6.1. Pre-consolidation
Firstly; temporary strips of Japanese paper were applied using Klucel 3%, to secure the weak parts of mud plaster and prevent it from collapsing during the treatment process.

6.2. Mechanical cleaning
It has been tested multiple cleaning tools to determine the best one to use for mechanical cleaning. The results of the test confirmed that the appropriate tools are soft brushes with white hair, wishabs, bamboo sticks, scalpels, spatulas and manual air pump to low air pressure. Then, surface deposits were carefully removed from the surface of the wall paintings after they had undergone pre-consolidation. Where, the soft brushes and air pump were used to remove the dust from of mural paintings. While scalpels, small spatulas, wishabs, and bamboo sticks were used to remove deposits and wasps’ nests, fig. (11-a).

6.3. Re-adhesion of partly detached and flaking paints
To treatment the partly detached and flaking paints of the wall painting, we injected Klucell G 3% in the small voids between the painting layer and mud plaster layer using a thin syringe. Then, we put the polyethylene sheet over these areas and pressed on it lightly with small spatula or our fingers, until attached well to the mud plaster layer.

6.4. Consolidation treatment
According to the results of experimental study, Klucell G 1% was used to consolidate the weak painting layer. The consolidation product of Bio Estel was heavily applied on parts of the mud plaster which the painting layer has fallen of
and the weak edges of the mud plaster layer in the missing parts, in order to improve bonding between grains and organic fibers. The consolidation process was applied using soft, white-bristle brushes, in several stages at successive times, to allow the consolidation products to diffuse and penetrate deeply into the layers, fig. (11-b).

6.5. gaps and missing parts
The goal of this treatment is to conserve the remaining parts of wall paintings and prevent it from collapsing in the future [68]. The first step is to consolidate the outer edges of the mud plaster around the gaps and missing parts using Bio Estel, to prevent fragmentation and crumbling during the application of the new mortar. Then, we filled the missing parts with prepared mud mortar (M1), as it is compatible in color and texture with the original plaster, according to the results of experimental studies. The mortar was applied and finished it using fine spatulas. In order to treat the gap in the west wall, we removing fragments of stones and mud bricks from inside the gap that was filled during a previous intervention without mortar. Then, the mud bricks were stacked inside the gap again and the mud mortar was applied between them and on all sides, to achieve a good bonding. In the end, the prepared mortar (M1) was used to fill the gap surface from inside to outside as mono layer and finishing it using fine spatulas, fig. (11-c & d).

6.6. Detachment and cracks inje-
ctions
There were many areas where the mud plaster had partly detached from the support, which causes a void to form between them. To treatment these parts, the grouting material P.L.M-AL was used. It is a mixture of neutral lime with hydraulic additives and selected inert additives free from salts. It is widely used for the consolidation of detached frescoes and plasters from the mural substrate, to which it gives new clinginess characteristics without increasing the weight of the supporting structure. The treatment process was performed as follows: 1) Identify injection holes, this ensures that the grouting material is well distributed and reaches the largest possible area. 2) Close the out edges of the detachment parts and any holes or cracks nearby using prepared mud mortar (M1), to prevent leakage of the grouting material during injection, fig. (11-e & f). 3) Injection 1 syringe of alcohol in the injection hole in order to clean the dust and prepare the hole for the injection of the grouting material. 4) Starting the injection process using P.L. M - AL, from the lower level to the higher level, with full monitoring and counting the number of injections in each part. 5) After completion of the grouting process, the plastic tubes or syringe are removed from the injection hole, and closed the hole using prepared mud mortar (M1), fig. (11-g & h) [69].

Figure (11) Shows the stages of conservation: a. mechanical cleaning, b. consolidation, c. the gap during treatment, d. the gap after treatment, e. the crack before the treatment, f. the crack after treatment, g. & h. treatment of the detachments.

7. Conclusion
Based on the visual appraisal, microscopic examination and analytical study it is evident that the ancient Egyptian artist was used the traditional technique (tempera) for preparing
the wall paintings in the Theban tomb (No. 340) at Deir el-Medina necropolis, western Thebes, Luxor, Egypt. The stratigraphic of studied wall paintings are forming of mud brick support, mud plaster as two layers (a coarse, and a finer), gypsum white wash (only on the ceiling) and painting layer formed of different pigments mixed with Arabic gum; Egyptian blue (blue color), hematite (red color), goethite (yellow color), gypsum (white color), malachite (green color) and carbon (for black color). These wall paintings have been exposed to many endogenous and exogenous deterioration factors. The endogenous factors include the fragile nature of the bedrock (Esna shale) and weak materials used in the wall paintings, such as the mud-brick support and mud plaster layers. The exogenous factors represented by the physicochemical, biological and human deterioration factors. Superficial strange deposits of wild wasps’ nests, paint loss, holes, gaps, cracks, micro-cracks, hairline cracks, salts, detachments, and bulges were the dominant damage aspects at the studied mural paintings. Due to the high fragility of the studied mural paintings, the processes of consolidation and filling gaps and cracks were represented the most important challenges in the treatment. The results of experimental study showed that the product of (Klucel G) has high efficiency in the consolidation of the weak painting layer, with preserve the general appearance of the treated samples of pigments. Also, the product of Bio Estel it characterized by higher consolidation effect, in addition to not causing aesthetical changes of the mud plaster layer. Moreover, the experimental study of the prepared mortars revealed that the mortar (M1) it suitable for filling gaps and joints in the mural paintings, as it has good cohesion, homogeneous texture with no cracks, and much more suitable and matching in color with the original mud plaster. The conservation methodology were successfully carried out to treatment the studied mural paintings, which include multiple processes. The first of them is a pre-consolidation process by fixing strips of Japanese paper using Klucel 3%, to secure the weak parts of mud plaster. The mechanical cleaning using the appropriate tools was successfully to remove the surface deposits and wasps’ nests from the mural paintings. Klucell G 3% was successfully used to Re-adhesion of partly detached and flaking paints. The consolidation treatment was carried out depending on the results of experimental study, where we decided to use Klucel G 1½ to consolidate the weak painted layer, and to use Bio Estel for consolidate the fragile mud plaster layers by brushes. Also filling gaps and missing parts were successfully employed using mortar (1) by fine spatulas. Treatment of detachment parts and cracks it was successfully carried out by injection the grouting material of P.L.M to attach the separated plaster.
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